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MAILING BAGS
PRINTING AVAILABLE

CO-EXTRUDED GREY MAILING BAGS
Our co-extruded grey mail bags are made from
100% recycled and contaminate free LDPE
polythene. Featuring a tough self-seal strip on a
40mm lip, a printed suffocation warning and
available in 9 sizes making it the perfect bag for
any e-commerce operation.

WATCH
THE VIDEO

Sizes: 160mm x 220mm | 260mm x 300mm | 300mm x 350mm | 350mm x 400mm
400mm x 525mm | 525mm x 600mm | 600mm x 700mm | 700mm x 800mm
830mm x 1050mm
SELF-SEAL STRIP

100% RECYCLED POLYTHENE

PRINTED SUFFOCATION WARNING

PAPER MAILING BAGS

A sustainable choice for the environmentally conscious
customer. Plastic free and made from strong kraft paper
that is degradable, compostable and easily recycled.
Perfect for the e-commerce business looking for an
alternative to polythene bags. Featuring a self seal strip
and available in 6 sizes with or without handles. Take your
mailing bags to the next level and have them personalised
to your brand.

NEW
PRINTING AVAILABLE

Sizes: 180mm x 270mm | 180mm x 265mm | 205mm x 245mm
230mm x 320mm | 240mm x 340mm

PRINTING AVAILABLE

PADDED PAPER MAILING BAGS

Made from mixed recycled and virgin paper our
padded paper mailing bags are the perfect
alternative to bubble wrap bags, offering great
protection while being fully compostable. The outer
paper is 110gsm kraft recycled paper, padded with
a layer of 80gsm honeycomb paper, a self-seal
strip and available in 6 sizes.

NEW

Sizes: 180mm x 270mm | 180mm x 265mm | 205mm x 245mm | 230mm x 320mm
240mm x 340mm
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STREAMLINED SOLUTIONS

NEW

Do you want to streamline your bagging line?

Implementing a bagging system could turn the productivity of 4 manual packers
into the productivity of 1 operator

=

SAVE TIME & SAVE MONEY

BOXES

PRINTING AVAILABLE

CRASH LOCK BOXES

Designed to make your packaging process
quicker and more efficient.
Available in a range of sizes, suitable for
products most shapes and sizes
Featuring a self-seal adhesive strip and
tear strip

WATCH
THE VIDEO

100% recyclable and biodegradable

REGULAR CARTONS

Our regular cartons can be made to any
size you require, all we need to know is
what board grade you would like (single
wall, double wall or triple wall), and the
dimensions. We can even have these
printed to match your branding.

DIE CUT BOXES

Our die cut boxes are available in a
range of standard designs that we can
adapt to ensure the perfect size and
strength for your product.

PRINTING AVAILABLE

PRINTING AVAILABLE
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PROTECTIVE
PACKAGING
Protective packing is essential for any e-commerce business. There is
nothing worse than sending your product to a customer and finding out it
arrived damaged. Whether you choose paper protection or air cushion
protection your products will be protected on their journey to your
customer, giving you that peace-of-mind and saving you money all at the
same time.

NEW

HONEYCOMB PAPER
The most eco-friendly alternative to bubble wrap
100% recyclable and biodegradable
protective wrap
The honeycomb texture lock in and secure
your product protecting it through transit

WATCH
THE VIDEO

PAPER VOID FILL

Whether you are looking to protect your
products or simply fill the void and stop
your products from sliding around in
transit paper void fill is the product for
you. Our paper void fill range is 100%
recyclable and biodegradable.

WATCH
THE VIDEO
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Quick and easy to dispense using the
honeycomb wrap dispenser

AIR VOID FILL

Made from 50% recycled content our air
pocket protection is 99% air and 1% very
thin polythene. With a range of
configurations and sizes our air pockets
offer optimum protection.

WATCH
THE VIDEO
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NEW

PAPERplus PAPILLON
The perfect packaging system for small and
medium sized items.

Designed for void fill, blocking and bracing
40 meters per minute output
3 machine operation modes: Automatic,
On-demand and foot pedal
Enhance your customer unboxing experience
with the PAPERplus colour range red, blue,
yellow, green, grey, black, white and kraft
Up to 30% less paper is required per box
Resulting in reduced package weights and
increased packing speed and output
PAPERplus Papillon packing systems are
compact, portable and easily integrated
into any packaging line
WATCH
THE VIDEO

SHREDDING MACHINE
Taking recycling to a whole new level.
Turn your used cardboard packaging into
high-bulk void fill and protective matting
Reduce your impact on the environment and
save money

WATCH
THE VIDEO
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TAPES
PRINTED TAPES

Designed to make your packaging process
quicker and more efficient.
Widths between 12mm and 75mm held in
stock in clear, brown, and coloured varieties
WATCH
THE VIDEO

PRINTING AVAILABLE

WATCH
THE VIDEO

Personalised printing available to reinforce
brand recognition
Water-based acrylic, hot melt or solvent

SELF ADHESIVE PAPER TAPE
Self-adhesive and eco-friendly.

Offers a strong, and long lasting bond

100% recyclable and biodegradable

PRINTING AVAILABLE

Easily applied with or without a tape
dispenser and available in machine rolls
Available in plain or printed

SELF ADHESIVE MACHINE PAPER TAPE

Strong adhesive paper tape for machines.

NEW

Strong adhesion in high and low temperatures
300 meter rolls
100% Recyclable and biodegradable
Easily applied with or without a tape
dispenser

NEW

EVERGREEN TAPE

100% Recyclable
Solvent free tape

New generation strong, eco-friendly
adhesive tape.
Available in hand rolls or machine rolls
Recyclable in a self adhesive polypropylene
Performs well in temperatures close to 0°C

WATCH
THE VIDEO

Easily applied with or without a tape
dispenser
990m machine rolls now available
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WATER ACTIVATED TAPE

WATCH
THE VIDEO

The ultimate eco-friendly case taping method.
Available in plain, white or printed
100% Recyclable and biodegradable
without needing to be separated from
cardboard
Secure, offering the highest level of
tamper evidence

PRINTING AVAILABLE

Cost effective, as less tape is required for
a satisfactory seal

TAPE
MACHINES
Water activated tape is a cost effective, environmentally friendly and a more secure
taping solution.

WATER ACTIVATED TAPE MACHINE

New manual water activated tape dispenser

NEW

No electricity required
Portable, lightweight design, perfect for
limited workspaces
WATCH
THE VIDEO

Refillable and spill-resistant water tank holds
227ml of water activating 114 meters of tape
Soft touch tape delivery, dispensing 254mm
of tape; repeat push lever for longer tape
length

ELECTRONIC WATER ACTIVATED
TAPE DISPENSER
Heavy duty, self oiling blade
High capacity water bottle wetting up
to 3,600 meters of 70mm wide tape

WATCH
THE VIDEO
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Tape length adjustable in 0.5”
increments up to 3050mm
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MANUAL WATER ACTIVATED
TAPE DISPENSER
Heavy duty, lever operated dispenser.
Compact, portable and no power
required
Quick manual length adjustment,
maxiumum length 76cm per stroke
WATCH
THE VIDEO

Uniform wetting and clean cut every
time
Maximum tape roll length 200 meters

CARTON SEALING
MACHINES
Semi-automatic case taping machine
incorporates case taping technology
with automatic adjustment for different
sized cartons which will detect the height
and the width of the box as it is loaded
onto the conveyor.
Simultaneous top and bottom carton
sealing
WATCH
THE VIDEO

Increased productivity and consistent
finish
Packing speed up to 35 cartons per
minute
Great stand alone machine that can
easily be integrated into your
production line
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PACKING
BENCHES
01

Strong welded steel
construction

02

Hard-wearing
laminate worktop

03

Adjustable worktop
height

04

Optional 2nd
adjustable shelf

05

Additional shelf
dividers

06

Chute outlet
guard

07

120V multi-way
socket bracket

08

Securely, located
dispensing machine

09

10

Single or double
worktop option

Manufactured in the UK

05
04

07

09
01

06

02

08

10

03

Under worktop cable
management

Ergonomically designed workstations that enable you to efficiently pack goods in
a variety of ways. Available in single or double sided configurations, we offer an
organised workspace where everything you need is at your finger tips.
Manufactured here in the UK, our packing stations can come complete with
integrated paper void fill machines. The double packing stations allow two
operators to work opposite sides at the same time, for increased efficiency, which
can be further enhanced with a range of useful options.

Increase productivity and efficiency with this well
organised double packaging station - Speak with our
experienced team today.
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LET OUR SPECIALIST TEAM DESIGN
THE RIGHT SETUP FOR YOU!

WHY CLINGFOIL?
INNOVATIVE PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

We can offer new innovative packing ideas & offer environmental benefits to your business
which will save time, costs and the environment

STOCKHOLDING & DISTRIBUTION

We stock all your packaging requirements and then with our stock management facilities
VISIT, STOCK CHECK, then DELIVER to you on time every time.

CONSULTATION

After 40 years experience in packaging we can advise the best options for packing systems,
machinery, new packing innovations aimed at reducing costs, packing consumption, and
reducing environmental impact. Our experienced sales team internal and external can
support you in your growth and development.

DELIVERY

Nationwide distribution, plus a fleet of our own vehicles covering the North West... We always
go the extra mile to assist our customers.

DESIGN

Let us help advise/design your e-commerce operation-packing benches, paper/polythene
void filling, carton sealing, bespoke printed cartons, or simply a printed adhesive tape to
brand your boxes.

We Care
www.clingfoil.co.uk
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‘We go that extra mile’ to ensure a Clingfoil
customer is a happy and satisfied customer.
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